Celebrating Ten Years of Globus!
Schedule for ANL Booth Talks

Monday, November 13
7:00 Challenges of Managing Large Scale Workflows in Distributed Environments, Ewa Deelman
7:30 Earth System Grid, Ann Chervenak
8:00 How to Contribute to Globus, Jennifer Schopf
8:30 Grid Workflow Tools, Mike Wilde

Tuesday, November 14
10:30 PGRADE/GEMLCA Workflows to GRAM on multiple production Grids, Stuart Martin
11:00 GRAM: status update, plans and performance, Stuart Martin
11:30 How to Contribute to Globus, Jennifer Schopf
12:00 Data Services in Globus, Ann Chervenak
12:30 Using Globus Tools for Medical Data, Riddhi Shah
2:00 Grid Workflow Management with Application to Water Threat Management, Gregor von Laszewski
2:30 SCEC Earthworks Science Gateway, Philip Maechling
3:00 Earth System Grid, Ann Chervenak
3:30 Virtual Workspace Appliances, Tim Freeman and Kate Keahey

Wednesday, November 15
10:30 Earth System Grid Ann Chervenak
11:00 Data Services in Globus, Ann Chervenak
11:30 SCEC Earthworks Science Gateway, Philip Maechling
2:00 OGSA-HPCP/BES demo, Peter Lane
2:30 AstroPortal, Ioan Raicu
3:00 How to Contribute to Globus, Jennifer Schopf
3:30 Grid Workflow Tools, Mike Wilde
4:00 A Sneak Peak at What's New in GridFTP, Raj Kettimuthu
4:30 Challenges of Managing Large Scale Workflows in Distributed Environments, Ewa Deelman
5:00 Virtual Workspace Appliances, Tim Freeman and Kate Keahey

Thursday, November 16
10:00 Grid Workflow Tools, Mike Wilde
10:30 Virtual Workspace Appliances, Tim Freeman and Kate Keahey
11:00 Troubleshooting and Monitoring in GT4, Jennifer Schopf
11:30 Build a Grid service using Introduce, Ravi Madduri